Whites & Grays
COLORS

DESERT WHITE
MODIFIED GRANITE
LIMESTONE
ASPEN
CASTLE GRAY
PEWTER
MEDITERRANEAN
REDONDO GRAY
SEA GRAY
IMPERIAL GRAY
THE BRICK BOOK
COLORS | TEXTURES | ASTM
Whites & Grays

COLOR*: Desert White
TEXTURE: Mission, Smooth, Rug
TYPE**: Special Order
PLANT: Mica, WA
COLLECTION: N/A
ASTM: ASTM C-216, SW, FBX

• Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.

• ** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.

•

www.mutualmaterials.com
COLOR*: Modified Granite  
TEXTURE: Mission, Smooth, Rug  
TYPE**: Special Order  
PLANT: Mica, WA  
COLLECTION: N/A  
ASTM: ASTM C-216, SW, FBX

- Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.
- ** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?  
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.
COLOR*: Limestone  
TEXTURE: Mission, Smooth, Rug  
TYPE**: Special Order  
PLANT: Mica, WA  
COLLECTION: N/A  
ASTM: ASTM C-216, SW, FBX

• Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.

• ** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?  
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.
COLOR*: Aspen
TEXTURE: Mission, Smooth, Rug
TYPE**: Special Order
PLANT: Mica, WA
COLLECTION: N/A
ASTM: ASTM C-216, SW, FBX

• Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.

• ** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.
COLOR*: Castle Gray
TEXTURE: Mission, Smooth, Rug
TYPE**: Special Order
PLANT: Mica, WA
COLLECTION: N/A
ASTM: ASTM C-216, SW, FBX

• Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.

• ** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.
COLOR*: Pewter
TEXTURE: Mission, Smooth, Rug
TYPE**: Special Order
PLANT: Mica, WA
COLLECTION: N/A
ASTM: ASTM C-216, SW, FBX

• Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.

• ** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.
COLOR*: Mediterranean
TEXTURE: Mission, Smooth, Rug
TYPE**: Special Order
PLANT: Mica, WA
COLLECTION: N/A
ASTM: ASTM C-216, SW, FBX

- Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.

- ** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.
COLOR*: Redondo Gray
TEXTURE: Mission, Smooth, Rug
TYPE: Stocking
PLANT: Mica, WA
COLLECTION: The Heritage Collection
ASTM: ASTM C-216, SW, FBX

Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.

* Special Order Texture. May require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.
COLOR*: Sea Gray
TEXTURE: Mission, Smooth, Rug
TYPE**: Special Order
PLANT: Mica, WA
COLLECTION: N/A
ASTM: ASTM C-216, SW, FBX

• Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.

• ** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.
COLOR*: Imperial Gray
TEXTURE: Mission, Smooth, Rug
TYPE**: Special Order
PLANT: Mica, WA
COLLECTION: N/A
ASTM: ASTM C-216, SW, FBX

- Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.
- ** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.

www.mutualmaterials.com
Tans & Browns
COLORS

SEATTLE CREAM
WHEAT
GOLDENROD
TAN TERRA
SEPIA
SIENNA
COLOR*: Seattle Cream  
TEXTURE: Mission, Smooth, Rug  
TYPE**: Special Order  
PLANT: Mica, WA  
COLLECTION: N/A  
ASTM: ASTM C-216, SW, FBX

• Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.

• ** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.
COLOR*: Wheat
TEXTURE: Mission, Smooth, Rug
TYPE**: Special Order
PLANT: Mica, WA
COLLECTION: N/A
ASTM: ASTM C-216, SW, FBX

- Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.

- ** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.
COLOR*: Goldenrod  
TEXTURE: Mission, Smooth, Rug  
TYPE**: Special Order  
PLANT: Mica, WA  
COLLECTION: N/A  
ASTM: ASTM C-216, SW, FBX

- Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.
- ** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?  
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.
COLOR*: Tan Terra  
TEXTURE: Mission, Smooth, Rug  
TYPE**: Special Order  
PLANT: Mica, WA  
COLLECTION: N/A  
ASTM: ASTM C-216, SW, FBX

- Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.
- ** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?  
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.
COLOR*: Sepia
TEXTURE: Mission, Smooth, Rug
TYPE**: Special Order
PLANT: Mica, WA
COLLECTION: N/A
ASTM: ASTM C-216, SW, FBX

• Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.

• ** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.

THE BRICK BOOK
COLORS | TEXTURES | ASTM
Tans & Browns
THE BRICK BOOK
COLORS | TEXTURES | ASTM
Tans & Browns

COLOR*: Sienna
TEXTURE: Mission, Smooth, Rug
TYPE**: Special Order
PLANT: Mica, WA
COLLECTION: N/A
ASTM: ASTM C-216, SW, FBX

- Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.
- ** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.

www.mutualmaterials.com
Reds & Browns
COLORS

AMBER ROSE
AUTUMN BLEND
BROWN VARITONE
BURGUNDY
CHESTNUT
COLUMBIA RED
CORAL
EBONY
FOREST BLEND
IMPERIAL RED

INCA
MAUNA LOA
MOUNTAIN BLEND
RAVEN
RED VARITONE
RUBY
TEAL BROWN
VINTAGE

Mutual Materials®
www.mutualmaterials.com
COLOR*: Ruby
TEXTURE: Mission, Smooth, Rug
TYPE**: Special Order
PLANT: Columbia, OR
COLLECTION: N/A
ASTM: ASTM C-216, SW, FBX

- Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.
- ** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.
COLOR*: Columbia Red
TEXTURE: Mission, Smooth, Rug
TYPE**: Special Order
PLANT: Columbia, OR
COLLECTION: N/A
ASTM: ASTM C-216, SW, FBX

• Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.

• **Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.
COLOR*: Coral
TEXTURE: Mission, Smooth, Rug
TYPE**: Special Order
PLANT: Mica, WA
COLLECTION: N/A
ASTM: ASTM C-216, SW, FBX

• Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.

• ** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.
COLOR*: Red Varitone
TEXTURE: Mission, Smooth, Rug
TYPE**: Special Order
PLANT: Mica, WA
COLLECTION: N/A
ASTM: ASTM C-216, SW, FBX

- Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.
- ** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.
COLOR*: Amber Rose
TEXTURE: Mission, Smooth, Rug
TYPE**: Special Order
PLANT: Mica, WA
COLLECTION: N/A
ASTM: ASTM C-216, SW, FBX

- Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.
- ** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.
COLOR*: Chestnut
TEXTURE: Mission, Smooth, Rug
TYPE**: Stocking
PLANT: Mica, WA
COLLECTION: The Heritage Collection
ASTM: ASTM C-216, SW, FBX

• Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.

• **Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.
COLOR*: Imperial Red
TEXTURE: Mission, Smooth, Rug
TYPE**: Stocking
PLANT: Mica, WA
COLLECTION: The Heritage Collection
ASTM: ASTM C-216, SW, FBX

- Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.
- ** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.
COLOR*: Inca
TEXTURE: Mission, Smooth, Rug
TYPE: Stocking
PLANT: Mica, WA
COLLECTION: The Heritage Collection
ASTM: ASTM C-216, SW, FBX

• Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.
• Special Order textures require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.
COLOR*: Burgundy  
TEXTURE: Mission, Smooth, Rug

TYPE: Stocking  
PLANT: Mica, WA  
COLLECTION: The Heritage Collection  
ASTM: ASTM C-216, SW, FBX

• Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.

• Special Order textures require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?  
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.

MutualMaterials®
www.mutualmaterials.com
COLOR*: Autumn Blend
TEXTURE: Mission, Smooth, Rug
TYPE: Stocking
PLANT: Columbia, OR
COLLECTION: The Heritage Collection
ASTM: ASTM C-216, SW, FBX

- Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.

- Special Order Texture. May require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.
COLOR*: Forest Blend
TEXTURE: Mission, Smooth, Rug
TYPE: Stocking
PLANT: Columbia, OR
COLLECTION: The Heritage Collection
ASTM: ASTM C-216, SW, FBX

- Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.

- Special Order Texture. May require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.
COLOR*: Mountain Blend
TEXTURE: Mission, Smooth, Rug
TYPE: Stocking
PLANT: Columbia, OR
COLLECTION: The Heritage Collection
ASTM: ASTM C-216, SW, FBX

• Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.

• ⚠ Special Order Texture. May require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.

THE BRICK BOOK
COLORS | TEXTURES | ASTM
Reds and Browns
COLOR*: Ebony  
TEXTURE: Mission, Smooth, Rug  
TYPE**: Special Order  
PLANT: Mica, WA  
COLLECTION: N/A  
ASTM: ASTM C-216, SW, FBX

- Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.
- ** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?  
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.

www.mutualmaterials.com
COLOR*: Mauna Loa
TEXTURE: Mission, Smooth, Rug
TYPE**: Special Order
PLANT: Mica, WA
COLLECTION: N/A
ASTM: ASTM C-216, SW, FBX

- Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.
- ** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project? For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.

www.mutualmaterials.com
COLOR*: Vintage  
TEXTURE: Mission, Smooth, Rug  
TYPE**: Special Order  
PLANT: Mica, WA  
COLLECTION: N/A  
ASTM: ASTM C-216, SW, FBX

- Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.

- ** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?  
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.
COLOR*: Brown Varitone
TEXTURE: Mission, Smooth, Rug
TYPE: Stocking
PLANT: Mica, WA
COLLECTION: The Heritage Collection
ASTM: ASTM C-216, SW, FBX

- Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.

- Special Order Texture. May require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.
COLOR*: Teal Brown
TEXTURE: Mission, Smooth, Rug
TYPE**: Special Order
PLANT: Mica, WA
COLLECTION: N/A
ASTM: ASTM C-216, SW, FBX

- Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.
- ** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.
COLOR*: Raven
TEXTURE: Mission, Smooth, Rug
TYPE**: Special Order
PLANT: Columbia, OR
COLLECTION: N/A
ASTM: ASTM C-216, SW, FBX

- Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.

- ** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.
Traditional Reds & Browns
COLORS

PACIFIC HANDMOLD
CEDAR CREEK
MADRONA SPRINGS
OLD UNIVERSITY
VANCOUVER USED
HOMESTEAD USED
Traditional Reds & Browns

**COLOR**: Pacific Handmold
**TEXTURE**: Coated, Deformed
**TYPE**: Stocking
**PLANT**: Columbia, OR
**COLLECTION**: N/A
**ASTM**: ASTM C-216, SW, FBA

- Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.
- ** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project? For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.
COLOR*: Cedar Creek
TEXTURE: Coated, Deformed
TYPE**: Stocking
PLANT: Columbia, OR
COLLECTION: The Laurelhurst Collection
ASTM: ASTM C-216, SW, FBA

- Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.
- ** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.

www.mutualmaterials.com
Traditional Reds & Browns

COLOR*: Madrona Springs
TEXTURE: Coated, Deformed
TYPE**: Stocking
PLANT: Mica, WA
COLLECTION: The Laurelhurst Collection
ASTM: ASTM C-216, SW, FBA

- Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.
- ** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.
THE BRICK BOOK
COLORS | TEXTURES | ASTM
Traditional Reds & Browns

COLOR*: Old University
TEXTURE: Coated
TYPE**: Stocking
PLANT: Mica, WA
COLLECTION: The Olde Town Collection
ASTM: ASTM C-216, SW, FBA

- Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.
- ** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.
THE BRICK BOOK
COLORS | TEXTURES | ASTM
Traditional Reds & Browns

COLOR*: Vancouver Used
TEXTURE: Coated
TYPE**: Stocking
PLANT: Columbia, OR
COLLECTION: The Olde Town Collection
ASTM: ASTM C-216, SW, FBA

• Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.

• ** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.
Traditional Reds & Browns

COLOR*: Homestead Used
TEXTURE: Coated, Deformed
TYPE**: Stocking
PLANT: Columbia, OR
COLLECTION: The Olde Town Collection
ASTM: ASTM C-216, SW, FBA

• Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.

• ** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.
Traditionally Pastels
COLORS

ASHLAND
CHATEAU GRAY
SIERRA MIST
HARBOR MIST
ALPINE MIST
CANYON MIST
CASCADE SPICE
COLOR*: Ashland
TEXTURE: Coated
TYPE**: Stocking
PLANT: Columbia, OR
COLLECTION: The Nouveau Collection
ASTM: ASTM C-216, SW, FBA

- Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.

- ** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.
COLOR*: Chateau Gray
TEXTURE: Coated, Deformed
TYPE**: Stocking
PLANT: Mica, WA
COLLECTION: The Nouveau Collection
ASTM: ASTM C-216, SW, FBA

Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.

** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.

www.mutualmaterials.com
COLOR*: Sierra Mist  
TEXTURE: Coated, Deformed  
TYPE**: Stocking  
PLANT: Mica, WA  
COLLECTION: The Nouveau Collection  
ASTM: ASTM C-216, SW, FBA

- Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.
- ** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project? For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.
COLOR*: Harbor Mist
TEXTURE: Coated, Deformed
TYPE**: Stocking
PLANT: Mica, WA
COLLECTION: The Nouveau Collection
ASTM: ASTM C-216, SW, FBA

- Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.
- ** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.
COLOR*: Alpine Mist  
TEXTURE: Coated, Deformed  
TYPE**: Stocking  
PLANT: Mica, WA  
COLLECTION: The Nouveau Collection  
ASTM: ASTM C-216, SW, FBA

- Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.
- ** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?  
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.

www.mutualmaterials.com
THE BRICK BOOK
COLORS | TEXTURES | ASTM

Traditional Pastels

COLOR*: Canyon Mist
TEXTURE: Coated, Deformed
TYPE**: Stocking
PLANT: Mica, WA
COLLECTION: The Nouveau Collection
ASTM: ASTM C-216, SW, FBA

- Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.

- ** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.
THE BRICK BOOK
COLORS | TEXTURES | ASTM

Traditional Pastels

COLOR*: Cascade Spice
TEXTURE: Coated, Deformed
TYPE**: Stocking
PLANT: Columbia, OR
COLLECTION: The Nouveau Collection
ASTM: ASTM C-216, SW, FBA

• Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.

• ** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.

www.mutualmaterials.com
Traditional Iron Wash
COLORS

CLINKER
WINDSOR
COVINGTON
SHEFFIELD
COAL CREEK
Traditional Iron Wash

COLOR*: Clinker
TEXTURE: Coated, Deformed
TYPE**: Stocking
PLANT: Columbia, OR
COLLECTION: The Northwest Collection
ASTM: ASTM C-216, SW, FBA

• Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.

• ** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.

Mutual Materials
www.mutualmaterials.com
Traditional Iron Wash

COLOR*: Windsor
TEXTURE: Coated, Deformed
TYPE**: Stocking
PLANT: Columbia, OR
COLLECTION: The Northwest Collection
ASTM: ASTM C-216, SW, FBA

- Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.
- ** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.
COLOR*: Covington
TEXTURE: Coated, Deformed
TYPE**: Stocking
PLANT: Columbia, OR
COLLECTION: The Northwest Collection
ASTM: ASTM C-216, SW, FBA

- Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.
- ** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.
**COLOR**: Sheffield  
**TEXTURE**: Coated, Deformed  
**TYPE**: Stocking  
**PLANT**: Columbia, OR  
**COLLECTION**: The Northwest Collection  
**ASTM**: ASTM C-216, SW, FBA

- Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.
- **Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.**

**Considering brick for your project?**  
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.
Traditional Iron Wash

COLOR*: Coal Creek
TEXTURE: Coated
TYPE**: Stocking
PLANT: Columbia, OR
COLLECTION: The Northwest Collection
ASTM: ASTM C-216, SW, FBA

• Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.

• ** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.

www.mutualmaterials.com
Traditional Tumbled Used
COLORS

MUTUAL USED
CLASSIC USED
WESTPORT USED
COLOR*: Mutual Used
TEXTURE: Tumbled
TYPE**: Stocking
PLANT: Columbia, OR
COLLECTION: The Olde Town Collection
ASTM: ASTM C-216, SW, FBA

- Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.

- ** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.

www.mutualmaterials.com
COLOR*: Classic Used  
TEXTURE: Tumbled  
TYPE**: Stocking  
PLANT: Mica, WA  
COLLECTION: The Olde Town Collection  
ASTM: ASTM C-216, SW, FBA

• Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.

• ** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?  
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.
**COLOR**: Westport Used  
**TEXTURE**: Tumbled  
**TYPE**: Stocking  
**PLANT**: Mica, WA  
**COLLECTION**: The Olde Town Collection  
**ASTM**: ASTM C-216, SW, FBA

- Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.
- **Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.**

Considering brick for your project?  
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.
COLORS

ASHLAND USED
CHATEAU GRAY
CLASSIC USED
COVINGTON
FOREST BLEND
INCA
MUTUAL USED
COLOR*: Ashland Used
TEXTURE: Coated
TYPE**: Slimbrick, Stocking
PLANT: Mica, WA
COLLECTION: N/A
ASTM: ASTM C-1088, TBA

- Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.

- ** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.
COLOR*: Chateau Gray  
TEXTURE: Coated, Deformed  
TYPE**: Slimbrick, Stocking  
PLANT: Mica, WA  
COLLECTION: N/A  
ASTM: ASTM C-1088, TBA

- Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.
- ** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?  
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.

MutualMaterials®  
www.mutualmaterials.com
COLOR*: Classic Used  
TEXTURE: Tumbled  
TYPE**: Slimbrick, Stocking  
PLANT: Mica, WA  
COLLECTION: N/A  
ASTM: ASTM C-1088, TBA

- Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.

- ** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?  
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.
COLOR*: Covington
TEXTURE: Coated, Deformed
TYPE**: Slimbrick, Stocking
PLANT: Columbia, OR
COLLECTION: N/A
ASTM: ASTM C-1088, TBA

- Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.
- ** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.
COLOR*: Forest Blend

TEXTURE: Mission, Smooth, Rug

TYPE: Slimbrick, Stocking

PLANT: Columbia, OR

COLLECTION: N/A

ASTM: ASTM C-1088, TBA

Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.

* Special Order Texture. May require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.
COLOR*: Inca
TEXTURE: Mission, Smooth, Rug
TYPE: Slimbrick, Stocking
PLANT: Mica, WA
COLLECTION: N/A
ASTM: ASTM C-1088, TBX

- Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.

- Special Order Texture. May require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.

www.mutualmaterials.com
COLOR*: Mutual Used  
TEXTURE: Tumbled  
TYPE**: Slimbrick, Stocking  
PLANT: Columbia, OR  
COLLECTION: N/A  
ASTM: ASTM C-1088, TBA

- Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.
- ** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?  
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.

www.mutualmaterials.com
THE BRICK BOOK
COLORS | TEXTURES | ASTM

Glazed
SLIMBRICK®
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COLORS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PICKET FENCE</td>
<td>CRANBERRY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARCHMENT</td>
<td>COBALT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAND</td>
<td>FOREST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEARTHSTONE</td>
<td>TITANIUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROOT BEER</td>
<td>ONYX</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mutual Materials
www.mutualmaterials.com
COLOR*: Picket Fence
TEXTURE: Glazed
TYPE**: SLIMBRICK® Stocking
PLANT: Mica, WA
COLLECTION: N/A
ASTM: ASTM C-1088, TBA

* Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.

** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.
Glazed SLIMBRICK®

COLOR*: Parchment
TEXTURE: Glazed
TYPE**: SLIMBRICK® Stocking
PLANT: Mica, WA
COLLECTION: N/A
ASTM: ASTM C-1088, TBA

• Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.

• ** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.
COLOR*: Sand  
TEXTURE: Glazed  
TYPE**: SLIMBRICK® Stocking  
PLANT: Mica, WA  
COLLECTION: N/A  
ASTM: ASTM C-1088, TBA

- Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.

- ** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.
COLOR*: Hearthstone
TEXTURE: Glazed
TYPE**: SLIMBRICK® Stocking
PLANT: Mica, WA
COLLECTION: N/A
ASTM: ASTM C-1088, TBA

- Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.
- ** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.

www.mutualmaterials.com
Glazed SLIMBRICK®

COLOR*: Root Beer
TEXTURE: Glazed
TYPE**: SLIMBRICK® Stocking
PLANT: Mica, WA
COLLECTION: N/A
ASTM: ASTM C-1088, TBA

- Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.

- ** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.

www.mutualmaterials.com
COLOR*: Cranberry
TEXTURE: Glazed
TYPE**: SLIMBRICK® Stocking
PLANT: Mica, WA
COLLECTION: N/A
ASTM: ASTM C-1088, TBA

• Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.

• ** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.
COLOR*: Cobalt
TEXTURE: Glazed
TYPE**: SLIMBRICK® Stocking
PLANT: Mica, WA
COLLECTION: N/A
ASTM: ASTM C-1088, TBA

Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.

** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.
COLOR*: Forest
TEXTURE: Glazed
TYPE**: SLIMBRICK® Stocking
PLANT: Mica, WA
COLLECTION: N/A
ASTM: ASTM C-1088, TBA

- Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.

- ** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.
COLOR*: Titanium
TEXTURE: Glazed
TYPE**: SLIMBRICK® Stocking
PLANT: Mica, WA
COLLECTION: N/A
ASTM: ASTM C-1088, TBA

- Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.
- ** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.
COLOR*: Onyx
TEXTURE: Glazed
TYPE**: SLIMBRICK® Stocking
PLANT: Mica, WA
COLLECTION: N/A
ASTM: ASTM C-1088, TBA

- Due to the limitations of photography, the actual product shipped is not guaranteed to duplicate the image shown here. Final color and product selection should be made from actual samples.
- ** Special Order Colors require a minimum order. Additional production time should be allowed.

Considering brick for your project?
For samples and ordering information contact your Mutual Materials Sales Representative or call (888) 688-8250.

www.mutualmaterials.com